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At approximately 10: 05 a.m. on May 1, 2019, at the office of the Kaweah Delta Water Conservation District, Stakeholder Committee
Chairman Chris Tantau called to order a meeting of the Combined Rural Communities and Stakeholder committees.

MEMBERS PRESENT:

RURAL COAM,M1IL:\! TIES'  STAKEHOLDER

Paul Boyer Joe Cardoza

Bill Pensar Carole Combs

Chris Tantau John Kirkpatrick

Jason Waters ( alt) Blake Mauritson

Adam Ennis (alt) Marty Toomey
Linda Lee ( alt)    Don Mills

James Silva

Matt Hutcheson

MEMBERS ABSENT:

RCR.4L COMM( VIM'S ST4KENOLDER

Carol Fina Mike Chrisman

Danny Holguin Soapy Mulholland
Rudy Mendoza Zack Stuller

Barbara Sally Brian Watte

PUBLIC COMMENT:

Chris Tantau, Chairman of the Rural Communities Committee, opened the meeting for public comment. Public
comment was received from Karen Yohannes regarding considerations for allocation / apportionment of

groundwater.

MINUTES:

Chairman Tantau presented the meeting minutes of the March 25,  2019 Combined Rural Communities
Committee ( RCC) and Stakeholder Committee ( SC). A motion was made by Matt Hutcheson, seconded by
James Silva and unanimously carried that the minutes be approved.

SUBBASIN COORDINATION:

Michelle Ricker of GEI discussed the latest developments in the Subbasin Coordination effort. The Subbasin

Basin Setting Components Report was presented to the GSA Subbasin Management Team and the GKGSA
Technical Advisory Committee, and comments from the TAC are being reviewed regarding clarification of
content. The Numerical Model was refined with the Water Budget component requirement that was part of the

subbasin Basin Setting work that GEI and GSI performed at the approval of the Subbasin Management Team.
The GSA managers are currently working through figuring out which simulations to run in the Numerical
Model which has been calibrated and refined to reflect the Water Budget. Discussions continue on the Draft
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Coordination Agreement.  General Manager Eric Osterling reported three meetings have been conducted
between the GSA managers and their attorneys, evaluating the outline of the Draft Coordination Agreement to
ensure all are comfortable with the direction in which the outline is progressing. General Manager Osterling
shared with the group discussions held regarding structure of technical documents and where they should be
appended in respect to GSP' s and Coordination Agreements, envisioning how DWR and the public will be
reviewing the documents. Release of the Coordination Agreement and GSP at the same time for review was
agreed upon.

Ms. Ricker reported funding from Technical Services Support ( TSS) through DWR has been requested for
support in installing SGMA compliant monitoring wells in the subbasin.  A total of six wells have been
requested, two per GSA. At the time of proposal submittal, DWR was still working with their drilling contractor
to develop the schedule and negotiate costs. Assurance was received regarding size and performance of the
proposed monitoring wells to serve the purpose of both water quality and groundwater level monitoring. Since
then DWR has informed the subbasin that it can only fund smaller diameter wells that may not support water
quality sampling. Furthermore, DWR is asking each basin to prioritize the order of wells to be drilled in the
event funding isn' t sufficient in the beginning and may need to be two phased. A draft of the agreement has
been received, with some placeholders as all of this is worked out. General Manager Osterling added that this
topic will be addressed by the Subbasin Management Team Committee, with managers recommending at least
one monitoring well per GSA be the priority.

General Manager Osterling reported on an additional proposal for TSS funding, as referenced in the handout•in
the agenda packet. The proposal was prepared by Aaron Fukuda of Tulare Irrigation District working together
with the Greater Kaweah GSA,  to improve concepts and look at different technologies available for

measurement and monitoring.

Next, General Manager Osterling reviewed the Water Budget slide and reminded the group that corrections
have been made to the Water Budget, breaking it down into three different periods, Historic, Current, and
Projected Future. The Historic and Current are based on available data, while the Future Projection entails more

of a modeling exercise. The Current Period was meant to represent current hydrology, The Historical Average,
which covers the whole modeling period of 1981 to 2017, showed an average annual overdraft of 65, 600 a/ f,
and the Current Conditions Overdraft is, which is 1997 to 2017 is 77, 591 a/ f.

General Manager Osterling reviewed the Three Buckets Allocation policy that was agreed upon, and was used
to apportion the water budget by Native Water, Foreign Water and Salvaged Water.  The Native Water
Sustainable Yield) is the shared resource and is proposed to be spread evenly across the subbasin. Foreign

Water is Friant Water supply and is apportioned by appropriator. Salvaged Water in non-appropriated local
seepage and is also apportioned by appropriator. The Native supply across the basin is estimated to be . 82 a/ f
per acre.

Next, General Manager Osterling reported the next step is to put the model into action. The initial groundwater
model run would consist of a water allocation verification. The second run would be a baseline, status quo

scenario. This method has been used to set the foundation for discussion of minimum thresholds considering it
to be a worst- case scenario providing a look at what impacts would likely exist absent any action. The third run
will be a Management Actions only condition, followed by the last run currently planned which would be
Management Actions and Projects together. Additional model runs could be Sustainability Indicator driven such
as when Measurable Objectives show as not having been met. General Manager Osterling reviewed various
Management Action examples with the group. He urged the need for feedback on Management Actions and
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Projects. General Manager Osterling stated that he believes at least some progress will need to be shown within
the first five years of implementation, or at the very least putting the tools in place that would be necessary in
order to implement Management Actions and Projects. The group discussed several Management Action
Alternative schedules presented and supported Alternative 3 at which commits to tackling 5% of the problem
between 2020-2025. Public comment was received about how to implement and enforce the reductions. General

Manager Osterling discussed the different scenarios to confront the overdraft issue and technical, financial and
economic considerations for each. Public comment was received from Don Mills asking if all GSA' s are having
to choose the same percentage scenarios especially percentage commitments for the first five years. Osterling
said there hasn' t been the same level of coordination with adjacent subbasins as has been the case within the

Kaweah, but there will be an acknowledgement of each basins actions within the GSPs recognizing that there
will be issues at the beginning regarding boundary conditions. Public comment was received regarding the
feasibility of Alternative 4 ( 10% in the first five years).  Osterling responded that that option would be
aggressive in consideration of cost and technical feasibility, but that perhaps it could be described as an Optimal
Objective that would be strived for but not committed to. Public comment was received concerning the amount
of surface water on average that is lost to the subbasin due to not having proper storage or due to inefficiencies
in operations. The response was that all inefficiencies are being examined.

GSP DEVELOPMENT:

Ms. Ricker reported on the progress of GSP chapter development. General Manager Osterling commented that
special meetings may need to be called for further discussion of SMC, projects and management actions.

Next, Ms. Ricker described the network of monitoring wells available and proposed for construction in the
subbasin. The desired density of wells, according to DWR' s BMP on Monitoring Networks ranges between 4
and 10 wells per 100 square miles, with the subbasin needing between 28 and 70 wells. There are approximately
85 temporary wells that can be used as interim monitoring sites while establishing a more robust Monitoring
Network. Interest has been received from UC Riverside to conduct a mountain front recharge study in the
Kaweah subbasin and the SkyTem report has been received which will also help in better understanding soil
geology, and will eventually be folded into the model and GSP. Comment was received regarding placement of
monitoring wells and the importance associated with water quality issues.

Ms. Ricker reported Groundwater Sustainable Management Criteria have been discussed with the committees

previously, with the starting point for setting Minimum Thresholds being a" worst case scenario" for hydrologic
trends in the subbasin. The Measurable Objective is proposed to be defined as a 10 year rolling average of
groundwater level readings for each representative monitoring site.

Groundwater quality existing monitoring sites are associated with municipal and state small systems. There is
coordination with the ILRP coalition regarding utilization of additional data and information. Groundwater
Quality SMC' s are ongoing and future water quality sampling events may coincide with groundwater level
measurements. Other programs are in place which monitor water quality and will be used to determine the
occurrence of an Undesirable Result, due to the migration ofexisting groundwater contamination.

Subsidence data sites need further evaluation and discussion with the TAC, along with discussion on methods to
set Minimum Threshold and Measurable Objectives.

Ongoing and upcoming policy discussion was reviewed by General Manager Osterling
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GKGSA MEETING REPORT:

General Manager Osterling stated that special meetings could be called as needed as the GSP development
documents become complete.

Technical Advisory Committee
General Manager Osterling reported the next Technical Advisory Committee is April 2' 2019, but could be
postponed.

Board of Directors

The GKGSA Board of Directors met last on March 11, 2019. The next scheduled meeting is April 8, 2019 at

1: 00 p.m.

INTERBASIN COORDINATION:

General Manager Osterling reported work is ongoing on modeling and the development of shared language.

COMMUNICATION AND ENGAGEMENT:

General Manager Osterling reported survey letters have been mailed. The white lands mailing list preparation
and letter mailing is being handled by the Greater Kaweah and County of Tulare.
General Manager Osterling reported on speaking engagements at various locations in the area as well as a
grower outreach even coordinated with the Mid Kaweah held in April. Website development continues.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS AND SCHEDULE OF FUTURE MEETINGS:

No future meeting was scheduled at this time. General Manager Osterling reported he would poll committee
members' availability for a special meeting to occur in around two weeks.

ADJOURNMENT:

There being no further business to come before the committees, the meeting was adjourned.

Respectfully Submitted,

Eric Osterling, Combined RCC & SC Secretary
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